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PART I

INTRODUCTION AM) BACKGROUND INFORMATION , .

A. General

1. The World Population Plan of Action adopted in 1974 in Bucharest, .

Romania^ indicated that measures should be undertaken to promote the

knowledge of interrelationships between population and development. The

plan further invited governnsents to consider the distribution of population

information as a means of creating awareness of population issues in socio-

economic development planning.

2. .Although concern about population problems in Africa has been growing

steadily among some governments and researchers in Africa, it is felt that

more progress is required to bring about the awareness of population issues

and:socio-economic development. Consequently, the need to collect, process

and disseminate population information is becoming increasingly important..

This need was forcefully reflected in Resolution 366 (XIV) adopted by the

fifth Conference of ECA Ministers in Rabat (Morocco in 1979) which requested

the ECA Executive Secretary, among other things-, to expand and improve the

activities of the secretariat in the field of population information and

documentation. This request was reinforced.by Resolution 400 (XV) adopted

in Freetown (Sierra Leone9 1981) on priorities of population programmes of

the ECA. Among other things9 this resolution requested the ECA Executive E

Secretary to intensify the Commission's activities in the field o| population

information, dissemination and documentation.

3. In light of these resolutions, this background paper traces efforts

undertaken to establish POPIN-Africa and presents some proposals for discussion.

B. International Population Information Network (POPIN)

4. The UN Economic and Social Council, in its resolution 1979/33 (May 1979)

called for the establishment of an International Population Information Network

(POPIH) as a decentralized network of libraries, clearinghouses» information

systems* documentation and reference centres for the purpose of improving the

flow of population information Idibng the Network members* The above resolution

also requested the Secretary General to facilitate? in collaboration with the

UN regional commissions and the specialized agencies, the establishment o,f, POPIN

as decentralised network for the co-ordination of regional, national and non

governmental population information activities. . .

5. The objective of POPIN is thus to identify and eatablish bet;ter ways of

improving the flow of population information among POPIN member institutions.

Effective operation of POPIN will depend, to a great extents on common goals,

shared knowledge of the activities of network memberss compatibility among

systems and services, co-operative working arrangements to develop and streng

then the information flow and, most important, the support of its objective If

by governments.

1/ See POPIN Bulletin No0l9 January 1982, p. 3, United Nations, New York.
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C. Past Experience of EGA Population Division on Population

Information Activities

6. The need for the collection, treatment and disemnation of W^1™

the region.

7 An account of (a) the publications of the Division, (b) its clearing
house attivitiet and <c) so^proble,, encountered in the development of EGA
Population Information Activities are presented below.

(a) Publications of tbe ECA Population Division

. (i) The African Population Newsletter

Newsletter, published twice a year, aims; at ^^^policy

articles on population trends, P°M««»development "ai^ng in population
^7J»-Sf:S£ Pco^trd-enfi;eli=ted tft tL ^letter
is"erfuserul and that its publication should be continued.

(ii) The African Population Studies Series

June 1969. The second issue in the* series published tne ib: ae™
oriectaiques of Evaluation and Adjustment of Denographxc Data The th

^presented two studies ^^^g J^ST^tt rnfand^ferentials

S Sth:^ PopuI^= and Polios in
member States, 1970-2000.
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(iii) The Demographic Handbook for Africa .

10. This publication is intended to brinp together in one volume

demographic data on countries of the region. Since 1968, four issues

have been published; the fifth issue is in print.

(iv) The African Directory of Demographers

11. The Directory provides detailed information on experts undertaking

research work on African population. These experts may be in Africa or out

side the continent. Among the information highlighted in the directory are

field of specialization^ areas of interest, languages spoken and used for

working and important research published by each expert. Since 1957, four

issues have been published. The Firat edition contained information on 205

persons, the second 262, the third 320, and the fourth 481.

(v) Case Studies

12.. The objective of the case studies was to encourage nationals in

member States to analyse the interrelationship between population and socio-

economic development. Among the case studies prepared so far, two have been

published by EGA; one on Kenya and. the other on Ivory Coast. Notwith

standing the interest of African scholars and governments, this proiect

was discontinued for lack, of funds.

(vi) Other publications

13. These include (1) seminar reports on population and development

(Mauritius, Senegal, Tanzania, Conakry-Guinea); (2) proceedings of the

Expert Group Meeting on Fertility and Mortality Levels and Trends in

Africa and their Policy Implications (the meeting was held in Monrovia

in 1979).

(b) ECA ClearinghouseActivities

14. The clearinghouse activities carried out by the Population Division

include the acquisition, storage, and dissemination of population related-

publications to nenber States, institutions,organizations and individuals

dealing with population activities in the continent. The Population Division's

publications are distributed to institutions, organizations and individuals

inside and outside Africa. There is a nailing list of about 1,000 persons

and about 950 institutions for the dissemination of population information of

the clearinghouse.

15. Documents received are stored in a 64ni'"rooTn. Documents are recieved

frora different sources including?

(i) Government publications from ECA member States

(ii) UN Headquarters in New York

(iii) UNFP\

(iv) UN Specialized Agencies

(v) Other regional commissions
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(vi) Governmental and nongovernmental organizations including:

- International Planned Parenthood. Federation (IPPF)
- International Union for the Scientific Study on Population (IUSSP)

- Population Council

- Population Reference Bureau in Washington D.C.

- Census Bureau in Washington D.C.

- tforld Bank
- Community and Family Planning Centre, University of Chicago

- University of North Carolina Population Centre

- National Acadeny of Sceinces (USA)
- Institut National d'Etudes Demographiques(INSEE)
- Committee on International Co-operation in National Research

(CICRED)

- Draper Fund Report within the Population Crisis Committee

in Washington D.C,

- OECD .

- Office de la Rechereche Scientifique et Technique d Outre

Mer (ORSTOM)

- Population Association of America

- The Population Investigation Committee

16 Documents are obtained either free of charge, or through exchange
programmes or through purchases. In the Reference Unit, documents are arranged

in five large groupings %

(i) Government documents, i.e., documents by and about governments

and countries;

(ii) UN general, Population Division, and UN specialized agencies;

(iii) UN regional economic commissions;

(iv) Non-governmental agencies;

(v) Journals, Periodicals, Newsletters, etc.

17. The users of the Reference Unit are;

(i) Staff of ECA Population Division;

(ii) Other ECA Divisions and Services:

(iii) Other UN organizations;

(iv) Government Institutions;

(v) Non-government institutions;

(vi) Teaching and research institutions

(vii) Individuals "doing research.

18. The Reference Unit provides assistance to users in the fora of:

(i) Copies of specific materials urgently needed by the user;

(ii) Specific information requiring literature search;

(iii) Refering the user to bibliographic information;

(iv) Loan of material
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(c) Some problens encountered in the Development of EGA

Population division Information Activities

19. In the past, satisfactory attainment of the objectives in the collection,

processing and dissemination of Dopulation infornation could only be met in part

due to the insufficient number of staff and lack of adequate financial resources,

Until now the staff comprises one professional, and one information research

assistant.

20. ECA submitted to WW?\ in 1974 a pro-ject for the expansion of the
Population Information and Clearinghouse Hnit. The request included three

professional.staff (two Information officers and one documentalist). the

request'could not be funded and consequently only limited population information

dissemination activities were undertaken by one professional officer and one
administrative sunport staff.

21. The UNFPA evaluation mission to ECA in 1973 had recommended that .

population information and clearinghouse needed to be accorded priority and that

financial resources should be made available to improve and expand these

activities. In 19799 a consultant from the UN Population Division Headquarters

in New York gave sone assistance on organization and indexing documents in

the Reference Unit.

22. Following the UNFPA evaluation mission recommendation to accord

infornation and clearinghouse activities priority s the Population Division

prepared and submitted a project request to UNFPA. The request included

2 posts of librarians, 2 information officers and 3 administrative support

staff. The request could'-hot'be funded. However,, UNFPA recently requested

ECA to reformulate the project submitted in 1979 and to resubmit it to UNFPA

for consideration. UNFPA provided funds for consultants to undertake the
revision of the project.

23. It was later felt that instead of engaging consultants, it would be

better to convene a Consultative Meeting in Addis Ababa involving various

experts working on information activities in the region to exchange views

on the proposals on the development of population infornation network at ECA.

The outcome of the Consultative Meeting will be taken into account in

reformulating the project document on ECA Population Information Network.

The Consultative Meeting should therefore qive concrete proposals on ways of

establishing POPIN - Africa in order to help the proposals to be reflected

in the proiect to be reformulated for submission to UNFPA.

24. The account presented above summarises experiences of the ECA

Population Division in developing population information activities. The

next section provides a summary of other institutions involved in population

information activities.

(d) Other Institutions involved in Population Information

Activities in Africa

(i) Population Information and Documentation system for

Africa (PIDS\)

25. The Population Information and Documentation System for Africa (PIDSA) is

managed by the Regional Institute for Population Studies (RIPS) in Lepon, Ghana,

sponsored by the UN Economic Comissicn for Africa (ECA).
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26. The Population Information and Documentation system for Africa

collects, analyses, and disseminates bibliographic information on demography5

population studies, and related topics to population policy or programmes in

Africa. It also publishes PIDSA abstracts, Newsletter and African demography.

The African Demography contains the information on persons working in or about

Africa'in the field of ■population, on-goin^ projects (ee. censuses,1 field

studies) and"recently.published documents.

(ii) Institut de Formation et de Recherche denographiques (IFOR?))

27. The Institut de Formation et de Recherche Demographiques (IFORD),.which

serves the French speaking countries in Africa,, published its research activities

in "les Annales de 1'I^ORD" and Demographie Africaine. The Institute plans to
develop a similar documentation systen as HIPSS to serve the French-speaking

countries.

(iii) Cairo Demographic Centre (CDC)

28. The Cairo Demographic Centre is an intcr-reeional centre serving the

developing countries of Asia ?.nd Africa, in training and research. English and
Arabic are the languages used in tlvi Centre. The Centre publishes Research

Monograph Series, Occassional Paper Series, and Working Paper Series.

(d) Unite Socio-econordque et de demographic (USED),

Institut du Sahel

29. The "Unite" socio-econoriaue et de demogr*phiedu Sahel, part of the

Sahel Institute, is responsible for population research in the Sahelian

countries (Senegal, Mauritania, Mali, Upper-Volta, Niger, Tchad, Gambia,

Cape-Verde)-

(e) Pan-African Documentation and Information Systen (PADIS)

30. The Pan-African Documentation and Information Systen is an EGA project

committed to developing information systems for African countries.

31. POPIN-AFRlCA will be integrated into the Pan-African.Docuaentafclon

and Information System.- The qualitative and quantitative information of

POEIN-AFtICA will be stored in PADIS-POPIN file by using the same software

in order to ensure access to other files and permit other clients to have

access to it.
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PART II

POPULATION INFORMATION NETWORK FOR AFRICA

(POPIN-AFRICA)

32. The problems experienced by the EGA Population Division in its

efforts to develop POPI'J-AFRICA have been referred to earlier in the paper.

The obiectives and functional components of POPIN-AF&ICA are presented below.

A. The objectives of PQPIN-AFRICA

1. Development objectives

33. POPIN-AFRICA is being established by the EGA Population Division.

Its structure will be a network of collaborating national and sub-regional

information systems or participating centres within the African continent.

34. The African Information System on Population Activities will pre

dominantly be engaged in the collection, processing, dissemination and related

activities such as training and evaluation. It will obtain up-to-date

information covering research activities in pot>ulations government views

and policies on population as they relate to planning for socio-economic

development. It will disseminate the information to the countries and

institutions in the region as well as outside.

35. POPIN-AFRICA will provide training and advisory assistance to

Tnember States and institutions interested' in setting up population

information centres.

36. It will provide services like replies to inquiries, referral to other

information sources and undertake retrospective bibliographic searches,

through maintenance of current inquiry records. It will build up its

information resources anticipating future ones. Where it cannot meet

inquiries from its own resources, it will refer the users to the other

individuals or institutions.

37. One of its objectives will be the identification of population

information sources in the region3 particularly in those areas where sub-

regional or national resource centres are as not yet established. Formalized

channels of communication and information exchange will be established with the

new MULPOC's and the regional UNFPA co-ordinators.

33. The assignment of correspondents might be useful in some countries.

Correspondents will be requested to assist EGA to cover a large heterogeneous

region in obtaining information as well as distributing it. Therefore,

building up such a network and maintaining it involves frequent, personal

contact and good communication to supplement the legislative arrangements

decided by the Conference of Ministers to help ECA fulfill its mandate.
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39 The fast and accurate retrieval of information is largely dependent
on a well organized Reference Unit, good flow of information and good relations

with the countries and centres.

40 The POPIS-AFRICA will collaborate with other divisions and offices
in*the EGA It will also work closely with national statistical and planning
offices, population institutions, research institutes, universities, and other

agencies involved in population information.

41. Efforts will be directed towards setting up plans for the use of
the PADIS decentralized information retrieval system in order to facilitate
immediate diffusion to EGA member countries of African population information
available either in Africa or obtained by remote interrogation of data bases

accessible outside Africa.

42 The final objective of POPIN-AFRICA is to build a well functioning
resource data base of population information for the African continent, acting

as a Clearinghouse for the entire continent.

2. Immediate Objectives

43. The immediate objective of POPIN-AFRICA will be the following:

(i) to organize a preliminary core collection of documents as a

basis for the establishment of an African Population Clearing

house;

(ii) to expand and maintain the core collection, in collaboration
with competent African institutes and information systems in
order to create an exhaustive collection (clearinghouse) or

population information documents?

(iii) to establish a microcopy collection of the Population Clearing-
house documents in the form of standard microfiches, to facilitate

original (primary) document exchange and distribution;

(iv) to build up a document and information reference file containing
the description of the documents and information collected

(the POPIN-AFRICA file);

(v) to prepare and publish periodically indexes, bibliographical

citations and abstracts;

(vi) to contribute to the data preparation of the J>*DIS system for ^
project monitoring and control of the population projects, on-going

researches an4 knem-bova in the African continent;

(vii) to compile and publish the African Directory of Demographers;

(viii) to disseminate the information through nesletters, brochures,

journals and abstracts;

(ix) to act as a distribution agency for publications on population

to the African region;

(x) to evaluate the impact of oopulation information on policy
making for socio-economic development of the African continent.
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B. Functional Conponent3 of POPP-t-AFRICA

44. It is intended therefore that PQPIN-AFRICA will have the functional
components indicated below.

(a) Reference Unit

45. The documents will be catalogued and subject indexed in such a nanner
as to be eaaily and quickly retrievable. The users will be inforned as to the
existence of such documents by neans of accession lists, subject biblio
graphies and other notifications.

46. The collection will largely be built up through an exchange pro^rame
and acquisition of free copies. Book purchase will be reserved for basic

reference materials and important periodical subscriptions. All neans and
channels of acquisition of docunents will be considered,

47. The Unit's services will extend to visitors as well as to nail inquiries

(b) Processing Unit

48. The functions of this Unit will be to process, analyse and publish the
information. The activities will include cataloguing, indexing, abstracting
and storing the docunents.

(c) Training and Evaluation Unit

49. The Unit will assist in training of the staff in nenber States. It
will deliver advisory services and evaluate projects designed to set up
population information centres or units.

PART III

PROPOSALS

50. In response to the objectives and the functional components of POPIN-
AFRICA, the following proposals are presented for discussion by the con
sultative group.

A. Staff

51. ^ At the nonent, the staff involved in the population information activities
comprises one professionals one research assistant and one reference unit
assistant.

52. The POPIN-AFRICA would require;

(i) 4 professional officers to be involved in population information
collection,processing, dissemination, training and evaluation
of the population information services.
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(ii) 3 professional docunentalists who will be involved in

building up and expanding the Reference Unit. They will be
responsible for collecting and processing documents, for

indexing, cataloguing and preparing bibliographies.

(iii) 3 research assistants to assist in the information processing,

dissemination avA, documentation.

, (iv) 3 bilingual secretaries who will be resDonsible for typing
cataloguing cards, accession lists, bibliographies. They
will handle correspondence and maintain correspondence files

for the Units of POPIN-AFRICA.

(v) Correspondents who will be responsible for collecting

documents and information for POPIN-AFRICA.

3. Equipment

5^ The POPIN-AFRICA would require financial resources to buy equipment;

this will include cataloguing cards, photocopying papers, fluid, paper supplies,
duplicator, xeroxing machines, microfiche, tapes, etc. This list of equipment
is"not exhaustive. Detailed specifications will be worked out after consultation

and concrete design of the project.

C. Type of Population Information to collect and disseminate

54 The SC<\ Pooulation Division is preparing the Population Information

Collection Guide. This collection guide will seek out the tynes of information
to be collected and disseminated, in order to meet the objective of enhancing
the awareness in the field of population and socio-economic development planning.

It is felt *-hat both quantitative and qualitative information ought to be dealt

with, POPIN-AFRICA will constitute an integral part of PATVES system.

(a) Quantitative Information

55 The quantitative information could be divided into (?) primary
information, and (2) secondary information, according to the stage of its

elaboration.

(i) Primary information

56 The ECA Statistics Division is developine PADIS-STAT file to collect
and retrieve this information from the censuses, vital registration, and
surveys. POPIN-AFRICA will have access to this file.

(ii) Secondary information

57 The secondary information refers to the elaborated information through
comoutation and analysis to produce estimates, indices, population projections,
etc. The collection of this tvpc of information will be the responsibility of
the 2CA Population Division; it will be stored in POPIN-AFRICA file.
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(b) Qualitative Information

58. The qualitative information will include such itens as Government

policies and measures, legislation, institutional building, training, research,

education information, expertise and publications related to population.

The structure of POFIN file covering these itens will be worked out to

specify the kind of useful information demanded by the users.

D. Collaboration with UN African Training and Research Centres

59. It is recognized that the African Research and Training Institutions

sponsored by ECA enjoy a large autonomy in the implementation of their work

programme as endorsed by their Governing Councils. However, ECA has the r

mandate to co-ordinate, and design guidelines for the overall orientation

of their programme and to ensure that efforts will aim at achieving the common

goal.

60. In the field of information and documentation, the Institutions have

developed some experience but the achievements defer from one institution to

the other. Therefore, it is highly desirable that an inter-institution co

operation be established to share the gained experiences through frequent

consultation, advisory services, training of staff and harmonization of

methods in the framework of P0PIN-AFRIC4.

61. RIPS has devoted a lot of efforts to develop a population information

documentation system which constitutes an interesting experience for IFORD to

learn from.

62. The publication programme of these institutions may have to be revised

in the light of the progress achieved in view to present to the readers new

services.

63. The Cairo Demographic Centre as a teaching and research centre collects

also some material mainly in English and Arabic. It should be able to serve

the Arabic speaking countries as component of POPIN-AFRICA.

64. The Socio-economic and Demographic Unit located in the Sahel Institute

covers a number of countries with specific problems. It operates as a focal

point for these countries and it would be beneficial for those countries and

for the rest of Africa to develop an information system which will be connected

with POPIN-AFRICA. In order to avoid duplication of efforts, the modalities of

the creation of such system oupht to be examined in common with ECA and other

interested institutions in the region.




